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Welcome...
We are pleased to present a wealth of brand new SAGE Reference titles for 2020 in all areas of the social sciences. Our editors are among the
finest scholars in the world and their knowledge, combined with our unique publishing expertise across books and journals, and a rigorous
development process, has earned us an international reputation as a first-rate publisher of library reference.
Today there is an abundance of information available-enough to get overwhelmed by. Where do you go to find quality, reliable information?
Containing only trusted content, our SAGE Reference titles guide every stage of the research journey. The research landscape can be vast
and complex, but with SAGE’s major works, encyclopedias and handbooks, students and researchers at all levels can connect with the most
relevant issues and vital topics in their field.
Whether taking the first step in research or determining the next stride forward, SAGE Reference titles meet the changing and challenging needs
of student and academic research, and are regularly refreshed with new editions to reflect the shifts in and evolution of the social sciences.
We are confident that you will find something of interest in our latest catalogue and we look forward to hearing from you. Don’t forget that this
catalogue contains only our newest titles – for the complete backlist of SAGE Reference titles please visit sagepub.com.
The SAGE Reference Team
@SAGE_Libraries

@SAGE_Libraries
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SAGE eBooks
Green SAGE
We recognise that our business
operations have an impact on the environment and
are committed to minimising them. Find out more:
sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/green-initiatives

Save with our pre-publication prices
Order before publication to make
great savings on our Reference titles
Major work and multi-volume handbook pre-publication
prices expire at the end of the month of publication.
Encyclopedia pre-publication prices expire two months
after publication.
To find out more, contact your local library supplier.

All of our handbooks and encyclopedias are now
available as eBooks in a wide variety of formats.
For full details visit:
sagepub.co.uk/ebooks

Business & Management

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF CONTEMPORARY
CROSS-CULTURAL MANAGEMENT
Edited by Betina Szkudlarek University of Sydney Business School,
Laurence Romani Stockholm School of Economics, Dan V. Caprar University of
Sydney Business School, and Joyce S. Osland San Jose State University
This handbook presents a comprehensive and contemporary compendium of the field of crosscultural management. In recognition of current trends regarding migration, political ethnocentrisms
and increasing nationalism, the chapters in this volume not only cover the traditional domains of
CCM, but also examine emerging topics such as bi/multi-culturalism, global (virtual) teamwork
and leadership, migration, religion and more, all considered from a global perspective. The result
is a handbook that acknowledges and builds on established research, updates it in relation to
current challenges, and sets the direction for future research and developments, making this an
invaluable resource for researchers in the field and across related areas of international business
and management and intercultural relations. Chapters are divided into the following parts:
Part One: Understanding the Domain
Sample Cover

Part Two: Research Methods
Part Three: Individual and Team Processes
Part Four: Organizational Contingencies
Part Five: Global Mobility and CCM
Part Six: Developing CCM Competence
Part Seven: Conclusions
June 2020 • 592 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-4132-4) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
RESPONSIBLE
MANAGEMENT LEARNING
AND EDUCATION

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
SPORTS ECONOMICS
Edited by Paul Downward Loughborough
University, Bernd Frick Paderborn
University, Brad R. Humphreys West
Virginia University, Tim Pawlowski
University of Tübingen, Jane E. Ruseski
West Virginia University, and Brian
P. Soebbing University of Alberta

Edited by Dirk Moosmayer and
Oliver Laasch both at University of
Nottingham Business School, Carole
Parkes University of Winchester, and
Kenneth G. Brown University of Iowa
Reflecting the rapid rise in popularity of recent initiatives such as the
UN Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME), this
handbook exhaustively covers a variety of responsible management,
learning, and education topics, and provides an invaluable roadmap for
this fast-developing field. Covering various perspectives on the topic,
right through to contexts, methods, outcomes and beyond, this volume is
an invaluable integrative resource for practitioners and researchers alike,
and is designed to serve a range of communities that deal with topics
related to sustainability, responsibility and ethics in management learning
and education. Chapters are structured around the following themes:
Part One: Perspectives on Responsible Management Learning
and Education

Sports economics is now a well-established
field of study, relevant to academics in sport
management, sport science and sport studies, as well as to those in
other areas of economics, finance and management. Covering amateur
to professional sports, individual events and organized tournaments,
this is an authoritative contribution to the understanding of sport in the
economy. The editors of The SAGE Handbook of Sports Economics
have brought together a global team of respected scholars to create this
benchmark collection of insights into the field of sports economics. Each
chapter includes a study of a specific context in which issues arise, a
critical presentation of its main theoretical contributions, an overview of
current research findings, and an outline of enquiry for future research.
The handbook is divided into seven key parts:
Part One: The Nature and Value of the Sports System and Economy

Part Two: Educational Purposes and Contents

Part Two: Amateur Sports Participation, Supply and Impact

Part Three: Learning Outcomes and Processes

Part Three: Professional Team Sports

Part Four: The Academic Environment

Part Four: Professional Sports Leagues

Part Five: Responsible Research

Part Five: Sports Events and their Impacts

July 2020 • 680 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-6070-7) • £120.00

Part Six: Individual Sports
Part Seven: Future Research
September 2019 • 610 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7976-5) • £120.00
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Business & Management

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
Second Edition
Edited by Adrian Wilkinson Griffith
University, Nicolas Bacon City,
University of London, Scott Snell
University of Virginia, and David Lepak
University of Massachusetts Amherst
The new edition of this handbook builds on the success of the first by
providing a fully updated and expanded overview of the field of human
resource management. Bringing together contributions from leading
international scholars - and with brand new chapters on key emerging
topics such as talent management, engagement, e-HRM and big data
- the title focuses on familiarizing the reader with the fundamentals
of applied human resource management, while contextualizing the
practice within wider theoretical considerations. Internationally-minded
chapters combine a critical overview with discussion of key debates and
research, as well as comprehensively dealing with important, emerging
interests. The second edition of this handbook remains an indispensable
resource for advanced students and researchers in the field. Chapters
are separated across three parts:
Part One: Context of Human Resource Management
Part Two: Fundamentals of Human Resource Management
Part Three: Contemporary Issues
April 2019 • 638 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-3502-6) • £120.00

LEGENDS IN CONSUMER
BEHAVIOR: C WHAN
PARK
Five-Volume Set
Edited by Jagdish N. Sheth
Emory University
The Legends in Consumer Behavior series
captures the essence of the most important
contributions made in the field of consumer
behavior in the past several decades. It reproduces the seminal works of
the legends in the field, which are supplemented by interviews with these
legends, as well as with other scholars in regard to their work. The series
comprises various sets, each focusing on the multiple ways in which a
legend has contributed to the field. This five-volume set is a tribute to C.
Whan Park, a pioneer in many key areas in consumer behavior.
Volume One: The Role of Familiarity and Knowledge
in Consumer Behavior
Volume Two: Involvement and Reference Group Influence
Volume Three: Decision-making and Choice Decisions
Volume Four: Brand Strategy
Volume Five: Causes of Brand Attachment and Its Effect on
Consumers' Information Processing Evaluations and Behaviors
LEGENDS IN CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
February 2019 • 1664 pages
Cloth (978-9-352-80823-6) • £700.00

ISSUES IN BUSINESS ETHICS AND
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Edited by SAGE Publishing
One need only look at the news to be bombarded with examples of corporate malfeasance and
the impact such behavior has on a company's public image, customers, employees, and bottom
line. While these stories grab the headlines, some companies are adopting practices that display
awareness of their impact on the globe, whether that be to the environment, its employees
and suppliers, or communities in which they do business. What factors are leading to these
decisions? What are the benefits and costs of making ethical business decisions and acting
a socially responsible way, however one defines it? Issues in Business Ethics
Corporate Social Responsibility explores these foundational themes across a wide range
topics, including artificial intelligence, workplace surveillance, supply chain management, big
data, the finance industry, and many more. Reports from SAGE Business Researcher, updated
to reflect recent events and trends, provide accessible and comprehensive examinations of
each issue.

in
and
of

August 2020 • 375 pages
Cloth (978-1-5443-9735-1) • £135.00
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Get down to business
SAGE Business Cases brings business to life – inspiring researchers and entrepreneurs to develop
their own best practices and prepare for professional success. The first significant, discipline-wide
digital collection tailored to library needs – SAGE Business Cases allows for instant and lasting IP
access, rather than the usual per-case purchase model.
Our editorially driven approach puts the focus on developing original content alongside key
university and association partnerships to build an academically-curated collection of over 3,500
cases for transformative business research. SAGE Business Cases is designed to engage
students in applying core concepts to practice through the use of examples from the global
business environment.

SIGN UP FOR A FREE 30-DAY TRIAL

Benefits for your library
• Institution-wide access provides easy discovery
• Integrated with SAGE Recommends, which
leads researchers to other SAGE content for an
in-depth research experience
• Supports student affordability initiatives with
unlimited access to all cases for everyone at
your institution
• Available for subscription or purchase

Benefits for your students

Benefits for your faculty

• Unlimited access to all cases at no direct cost
to students

• Designed to suit a range of academic uses, from
short vignettes to narrative long form

• Cutting-edge cases covering hot business topics
and emerging industries around the world

• Teaching notes accompany most cases,
providing suggested teaching strategy, learning
outcomes and discussion questions

• Gain real-world business experience and learn
from true stories of business success and setback from industries around the world

• User-friendly platform, making finding,
downloading, sharing, and citing cases easy

• Alumni access, helping graduates get interviewready with situational questions and encouraging
life-long learning

• New collections released annually with SAGE
Original Cases, as well as new cases from our
partners, ensures content is timely and relevant

sk.sagepub.com/cases
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Education

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HIGHER EDUCATION
Four-Volume Set
Edited by Miriam David University College London and Marilyn Amey Michigan State University
With approximately 600 signed entries, The SAGE Encyclopedia of Higher Education
demonstrates how higher education has become a major part of global economies, and how
deep changes in higher education systems have impacted on universities across the world. With
students now required to pay higher fees in many countries, and departments now expected to
produce courses and research that have clear and demonstrable social impact, academics have
become enmeshed in a debate about what university is for and how it fits in with social and business
requirements. This encyclopedia focuses on the key concepts, debates, approaches, and schools
of thought on higher education, and brings together the best thinking about the role of universities
around the world today. As an interdisciplinary field, these volumes form an essential resource
for students and researchers in education, sociology, politics, and other related fields across the
humanities and social science disciplines.
April 2020 • 2000 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-4291-2) • £610.00
Special Introductory Offer: £550.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
INCLUSION AND
DIVERSITY IN EDUCATION
Edited by Matthew J. Schuelka University
of Birmingham, Christopher J. Johnstone
University of Minnesota, Gary Thomas
University of Birmingham, and Alfredo
J. Artiles Arizona State University
This handbook examines policy and practice
from around the world with respect to broadly
conceived notions of inclusion and diversity within education. It sets out
to provide a critical and comprehensive overview of current thinking and
debate around aspects such as inclusive education rights, philosophy,
context, policy, systems, and practices for a global audience. This makes
it an ideal text for researchers and those involved in policy-making, as
well as those teaching in classrooms today. Chapters are separated
across three key parts:
Part One: Conceptualizations and Possibilities of Inclusion
and Diversity in Education
Part Two: Inclusion and Diversity in Educational Practices,
Policies, and Systems

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
AUTISM AND EDUCATION
Edited by Rita Jordan University of
Birmingham, Jacqueline M. Roberts
Griffith University, and Kara Hume The
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Education is an important aspect of the
environmental influences on autism and
effective education can have a significant
impact on outcomes for those on the autism
spectrum. This handbook is a definitive
resource for reflective practitioners and researchers who wish to know
and understand current views of the nature of autism and best practice in
educational support. Across six key parts, it explores the key concepts,
debates and research areas in the field, with contributions from a wide
range of countries and cultures:
Part One: Learning Needs and Educational Responses
Part Two: Early Intervention, Pre-school Education and Family Support
Part Three: School-Based and Academic Education:
Access and Support
Part Four: Collaborative Working in Education

Part Three: Inclusion and Diversity in Global and Local
Educational Contexts

Part Five: Education for Life and Barriers to Education

October 2019 • 656 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-3555-2) • £120.00

August 2019 • 674 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-5953-8) • £120.00

Part Six: Data Collection in Education and Measurement of Progress
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Education

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF CRITICAL PEDAGOGIES
Three-Volume Set
Edited by Shirley R. Steinberg University of Calgary
and Barry Down Murdoch University
This extensive handbook collates different aspects of critical pedagogy with the aim
of opening up a clear international conversation on the subject, as well as pushing the
boundaries of current understanding by extending the notion of a pedagogy to multiple
pedagogies and perspectives. Bringing together a group of contributing authors from
around the globe, the chapters provide a unique approach and insight into the field by
crossing a range of disciplines and articulating both philosophical and social common
themes. Entries are organized across three volumes and twelve core thematic sections:
Section One: Reading Paulo Freire
Section Two: Social Theories
Section Three: Of Critical Pedagogues
Section Four: Global Perspectives
Section Five: Indigenous Ways of Knowing
Section Six: Education and Praxis
Section Seven: Teaching and Learning
Section Eight: Communities and Activism
Section Nine: Communication and Media
Section Ten: Arts and Aesthetics
Section Eleven: Critical Youth Studies
Section Twelve: Science, Ecology and Wellbeing
March 2020 • 1537 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-1148-8) • £400.00
Special Introductory Offer: £360.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
DEVELOPMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY AND EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
COMPARATIVE STUDIES
IN EDUCATION
Edited by Larry E. Suter University
of Michigan, Emma Smith University
of Warwick, and Brian D. Denman
University of New England

Edited by David Whitebread University
of Cambridge, Valeska Grau Pontificia
Universidad Catolica de Chile, Kristiina
Kumpulainen University of Helsinki,
Megan McClelland Oregon State
University, Nancy Perry The University
of British Columbia, and Deborah PinoPasternak University of Canberra
The SAGE Handbook of Developmental Psychology and Early
Childhood Education explores a range of issues in early childhood
development and education. With the expertise of a body of international
contributors, the chapters provide a much-needed overview of current
and future directions for the field. Employing a broad and comprehensive
focus, the handbook combines research and practice to investigate
emotional and social development, well-being and mental health,
language, cultural environments, as well as the role of parents in a child’s
development. Chapters are divided into the following parts:

The SAGE Handbook of Comparative
Studies in Education explores international
educational practices and behaviors through
new research and a review of existing research. The editors have
gathered leading empirical researchers to investigate how frameworks
for teaching and learning have developed and evolved, how they have
been adapted, evaluated, and adopted or rejected. The handbook has
been structured to guide the reader in understanding the fundamental
theories and research methods in comparative studies, as well as the
direction for important ongoing and future discourses.
Part One: The Status of Comparative Education Research
Part Two: Measurement Methods in Comparative Education Research
Part Three: Research Practices in Comparative Studies of Education

Part One: Emotional Development

Part Four: Lessons from International Comparisons
of Student Behaviors

Part Two: Social Development

Part Five: International Comparisons of Instruction

Part Three: Play, Development and Learning

Part Six: Influence of Large-Scale Assessments on Policy

Part Four: Memory and Understanding

June 2019 • 682 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-1946-0) • £120.00

Part Five: Learning and Language
Part Six: Executive Functions, Metacognition and Self-Regulation
July 2019 • 616 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7590-3) • £120.00
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Geography & Urban Studies

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY
Two-Volume Set
Edited by Mona Domosh Dartmouth College, Michael Heffernan University
of Nottingham, and Charles W. J. Withers University of Edinburgh
Historical geography is an active, theoretically-informed and vibrant field of scholarly work
within modern geography, with strong and constantly evolving connections with disciplines
across the humanities and social sciences. Across two volumes, The SAGE Handbook
of Historical Geography provides an international and cross-disciplinary overview of the
field, presenting chapters that examine the history, present condition, and future potential
of the discipline in relation to recent developments and research. Divided across nine parts,
the handbook moves fluidly from a historiographical focus, to looking at how historical
geographers have considered the appropriation, management, and representation of
landscapes over time, and then on to providing a critical analysis of economic themes in the
discipline. From there, the focus shifts to anthropological and demographic foundations,
politics, the changing role of nature and the natural world, and the interplay between historical
geographies and science and technology. The final section of the book examines the historical
geographies of communicative actions, artifacts, performances, and representations, before
finally looking at key methodological, ethical, and practical questions exhibited through the
discipline today.
Part One: Histories and Geographies
Part Two: Land and Landscapes
Part Three: Property and Money
Part Four: Population and Mobility
Part Five: Territory and Geopolitics
Part Six: Environment and Nature
Part Seven: Science and Technology
Part Eight: Meaning and Communication
Part Nine: Studies in Practice
December 2020 • 968 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-0455-8) • £265.00
Special Introductory Offer: £240.00

A universe of data at your fingertips
Data Planet, now part of the SAGE suite of statistical databases, is the largest single repository of harmonized
and structured statistical data available to libraries. This dynamic tool allows users to easily scan and search the
contents of billions of datasets, compare and contrast variables of interest, and create customized views in tables,
maps, rankings, and charts. With global coverage in subjects ranging across the curriculum, this robust resource
provides unparalleled access to statistical data.
Data Planet by the numbers:
• 80+ publishers
• 465+ databases
• 12.6 billion datasets

• 157 billion data points
• 40% privately licensed data
• 20% growth per year

SIGN UP FOR A FREE 30-DAY TRIAL

sagepub.com/dataplanet
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Health & Social Care

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
NURSING EDUCATION

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF HUMAN
COMMUNICATION
SCIENCES AND
DISORDERS

Edited by Carol Hall University of
Nottingham, Mary Gobbi University of
Southampton, Kathryn Whitcomb, and
Patricia Yoder-Wise both at Texas Tech
University Health Sciences Center

Four-Volume Set
Edited by Jack S. Damico University
of Louisiana at Lafayette and
Martin J. Ball Bangor University
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Human Communication Sciences and
Disorders is an in-depth encyclopedia aimed at students interested in
interdisciplinary perspectives on human communication, both normal
and disordered, across the lifespan. This timely and unique set looks at
the spectrum of communication disorders, from causation and prevention
to testing and assessment; through rehabilitation, intervention, and
education. Key features include:
• Approximately 650 signed entries across four volumes
• Entries written by top researchers and clinicians across multiple fields
• Covers a wide range of health issues, core psychology and cognitive
sciences, and education
May 2019 • 2352 pages
Cloth (978-1-4833-8083-4) • £605.00

In the past several years, a revival of research
devoted to nursing education has emerged.
This emergence has changed the way many
educators engage in their practice of working
with learners - and learners have come to expect that they will have a
rich learning experience designed to develop new (or enhance prior)
knowledge, skills, and attitudes. The SAGE Handbook of Nursing
Education provides a detailed map of the current discipline, with a
carefully selected team of international contributors offering the latest
thinking about education in nursing across six key parts:
Part One: The Development of Education for Nursing
Part Two: Curriculum Development and Programme Design
Part Three: Contemporary Issues in Teaching and Learning
Part Four: Learner Assessment and Evaluation
Part Five: Educational Research
Part Six: The Scholarly Role of Educators
August 2020 • 592 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-6914-8) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF SOCIAL STUDIES IN
HEALTH AND MEDICINE
Second Edition
Edited by Susan C. Scrimshaw The Sage Colleges, Sandra D. Lane,
Robert A. Rubinstein Syracuse University, and Julian Fisher Technical
University of Braunschweig, Hannover Medical School
The new edition of this handbook builds upon the success of the first by encompassing a
range of issues, studies and disciplines and providing a comprehensive overview of the field.
Bringing together contributions from leading international scholars and new chapters on key
topics such as mental health, pharmaceuticals, race, ethnicity and health, and chronic disease,
the handbook maintains its multidisciplinary framework and bridges the gap between health
policy and the sociology of health. The broad coverage of topics, in addition to new chapters,
present an engagement with contemporary issues and has a global appeal. The second edition
of this title remains a key resource for undergraduates, post-graduates, and researchers in the
field. Themes are separated across three key parts:
Sample Cover

Part One: Social and Cultural Frameworks of Analysis
Part Two: The Experience of Health and Illness
Part Three: Healthcare Systems and Practices
November 2020 • 616 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-4066-2) • £120.00
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9:45 AM

Summing Up: Recommended.
Community college through
graduate students; professionals/
practitioners
–CHOICE

100%

SAGE Video streaming collections are developed in
partnership with leading academics, societies and
practitioners to deliver cutting-edge teaching and researchorientated video within the social sciences.
With more than 1,400 hours of streaming video content
that is more than 65% exclusive to SAGE, SAGE Video
provides a complete disciplinary resource for students,
faculty, and researchers, wherever they are.

SIGN UP FOR A
FREE 30-DAY TRIAL

sk.sagepub.com/video

Collections available:
Business & Management
Counseling & Psychotherapy
Criminology & Criminal Justice
Education
Leadership - Coming in 2020!
Media, Communication & Cultural Studies
Politics & International Relations
Nursing - Coming in 2020!
Psychology
Social Work
Sociology
SAGE Research Methods*
Data Science, Big Data Analytics, & Digital Methods*
Practical Research & Academic Skills*

*Available on the SAGE Research Methods platform
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Media, Communications & Cultural Studies

THE SAGE INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
MASS MEDIA AND SOCIETY
Five-Volume Set
Edited by Debra L. Merskin University of Oregon
This encyclopedia provides a thorough overview of mass media within social and cultural contexts,
exploring the development of the mass communication industry, mass communication regulations,
and societal interactions and effects. The work discusses mass media around the world in its
varied forms - newspapers, magazines, radio, television, film, books, music, websites, social
media, mobile media - and describes the role of each in both mirroring and shaping society. The
SAGE Encyclopedia of Mass Media and Society assists students exploring such questions
as: Has America become what sociologists call a mediated culture, where media reflects and
creates the culture? What is wrong or right with the theory that people generally choose what
to watch or read based on what they already believe, and so media exert a negligible influence?
Key features include:
• Approximately 700 entries across five volumes
• Research is drawn not only from communication and media studies but also from sociology,
anthropology, social psychology, politics, and business.
February 2020
Cloth (978-1-4833-7553-3) • £755.00
Special Introductory Offer: £680.00

TRANS-PACIFIC
CULTURAL STUDIES

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
MEDIA AND MIGRATION

Four-Volume Set

Edited by Kevin Smets Vrije Universiteit
Brussel, Koen Leurs Utrecht University,
Myria Georgiou London School of
Economics and Political Science, Saskia
Witteborn The Chinese University
of Hong Kong, and Radhika Gajjala
Bowling Green State University

Edited by Takayuki Tatsumi,
Keio University
This major work presents perspectives on
current thinking as well as the traditional
concepts of transnational and transregional
cultural expression. It introduces transatlantic,
transpacific, and even global viewpoints to
provide a comprehensive view of cultural exchanges and growth across
the Pacific.
Volume One: Trans-Pacific Americanism
Volume Two: Trans-Pacific Literary Studies
Volume Three: Science Fiction and Cyber Culture
Volume Four: Cool Asia
SAGE BENCHMARKS IN CULTURE AND SOCIETY
August 2019 • 1208 pages
Cloth (978-9-353-28458-9) • £695.00

The SAGE Handbook of Media and
Migration offers a comprehensive overview
of media and migration through new research, as well as a review of
present scholarship in this expanding and promising field. It explores
key interdisciplinary concepts and methodologies, and how these are
challenged by new realities and the links between contemporary migration
patterns and its use of mediated processes. Although primarily grounded
in media and communication studies, the handbook builds on research
in the fields of sociology, anthropology, political science, urban studies,
science and technology studies, human rights, development studies,
and gender and sexuality studies to bring to the forefront key theories,
concepts, and methodological approaches to the study of the movement
of people. Chapters are structured around the following themes:
Part One: Keywords
Part Two: Methodologies
Part Three: Communities
Part Four: Borders and Rights
Part Five: Representations
Part Six: Spatialities
Part Seven: Conflicts
November 2019 • 696 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-4721-0) • £120.00
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Media, Communications & Cultural Studies

THE SAGE INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
MUSIC AND CULTURE
Five-Volume Set
Edited by Janet Sturman The University of Arizona
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Music and Culture presents key concepts in the study of music in its
cultural context. The encyclopedia provides an introduction to the discipline of ethnomusicology,
its methods, concerns, and its contributions to knowledge and understanding of the world's
musical cultures, styles, and practices. The diverse voices of contributors and country-level
profiles explore historical and contemporary musical traditions, cultures, and performance
practices, and provide a truly international scope. Combined, the multiplicity of topics and
approaches are presented in an easy-to-search A-Z format and offer a fresh perspective on the
field and the subject of music in culture.Key features include:
• Approximately 1,000 signed articles, authored by prominent scholars
• Pedagogical elements include Further Readings and Cross References to conclude each article
and a Reader’s Guide in the front matter organizing entries by broad topical or thematic areas
• Back matter includes an annotated Resource Guide to further research (journals, books,
and associations), an appendix briefly describing notable music across varied fields, and a
detailed Index
May 2019 • 2728 pages
Cloth (978-1-4833-1775-5) • £755.00

CONTEMPORARY STUDIES
IN BILINGUALISM AND
MULTILINGUALISM
Five-Volume Set
Edited by Masayo Yamamoto
Kwansei Gakuin University
This major work builds upon the previous work
in the field of bilingualism and extensively
covers the recent developments. The field
itself has expanded, as new frontiers of investigation have been explored,
including the bilingualism of languages in different modes, such as spoken/
signed bilingualism.
Volume One: Bilingualism & Intelligence
Volume Two: Bilingualism & Semilingualism

Did you know...

You can also view
this catalogue online
at sagepub.com

Volume Three: Bilingualism & Language Use
Volume Four: Bilingualism & Deaf and CODA2
Communities - Where Language Modalities Cross
SAGE BENCHMARKS IN LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS
August 2020 • 1600 pages
Cloth (978-9-353-28459-6) • £875.00
Special Introductory Offer: £775.00
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Politics & International Relations

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
Three-Volume Set
Edited by Dirk Berg-Schlosser Philipps University Marburg, Bertrand Badie Science Po, and Leonardo Morlino LUISS
The SAGE Handbook of Political Science presents a major retrospective and prospective overview of the discipline. Comprising three volumes of contributions
from expert authors from around the world, the handbook frames, assesses, and synthesizes research in the field, helping to define and identify its current and
future developments. It does so from a truly global and cross-area perspective. Chapters cover a broad range of aspects, from providing a general introduction, to
exploring important subfields within the discipline. Each chapter is designed to provide a state-of-the-art and comprehensive overview of the topic by incorporating
cross-cutting global, interdisciplinary, and, where this applies, gender perspectives. The handbook is arranged over seven core thematic parts:
Part One: Political Theory
Part Two: Methods
Part Three: Political Sociology
Part Four: Comparative Politics
Part Five: Public Policies and Administration
Part Six: International Relations
Part Seven: Major Challenges for Politics and Political Science in the 21st Century
February 2020 • 1528 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-5955-8) • £400.00
Special Introductory Offer: £360.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
ASIAN FOREIGN POLICY
Two-Volume Set
Edited by Takashi Inoguchi
The University of Tokyo
Comprising 60.3 percent of the world’s
7.2 billion population, Asia is an enigma to
many in the West. Hugely dynamic in its
demographic, economic, technological and
financial development, its changes are as
rapid as they are diverse. The SAGE Handbook of Asian Foreign Policy
provides the reader with a clear, balanced and comprehensive overview
on Asia’s foreign policy and accompanying theoretical trends. Placing
the diverse and dynamic substance of Asia’s international relations first,
and bringing together an authoritative assembly of contributors from
across the world, this is a reliable introduction to non-Western intellectual
traditions in Asia. Chapters are arranged across nine key parts:
Part One: Theories
Part Two: Themes
Part Three: Transnational Politics

Continue
the conversation!
Follow us on Twitter
and Instagram
@SAGE_libraries

Part Four: Domestic Politics
Part Five: Transnational Economics
Part Six: Foreign Policies of Asian States
Part Seven: Offshore Actors
Part Eight: Bilateral Issues
Part Nine: Comparison of Asian Sub-Regions
December 2019 • 1152 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7799-0) • £265.00
Special Introductory Offer: £240.00
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Politics & International Relations

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF PROPAGANDA
Edited by Paul Baines University of Leicester, Nicholas O'Shaughnessy Queen
Mary University of London, and Nancy Snow Kyoto University of Foreign Studies
The SAGE Handbook of Propaganda unpacks the topic of propaganda to explain how it works
on the human psyche, in what ways, and in what contexts. The editors have gathered international
scholars to discuss leadership propaganda, war propaganda, propaganda for peace marketing,
propaganda as psychological tool, terror-enhanced propaganda, and the internet and present
mediated tools of propaganda. Unlike previous publications on the subject, this book brings
to the forefront current manifestations and processes of propaganda such as Islamist and
Far Right propaganda. Across four parts, the handbook offers researchers and academics of
propaganda studies, peace and conflict studies, media and communication studies, political
science and governance marketing, as well as intelligence and law enforcement communities, a
comprehensive overview of the tools and context of development and evolution of propaganda
from the twentieth century to the present:
Part One: Concepts, Precepts and Techniques in Propaganda Research
Part Two: Methodological Approaches in Propaganda Research
Part Three: Tools and Techniques in Counter-Propaganda Research
Part Four: Propaganda in Context
December 2019 • 656 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-5998-5) • £120.00

Unique digital collections to empower
academic communities
Through collaborative relationships with many of the
world’s leading archives and libraries, Adam Matthew
Digital publishes award-winning resources to empower
students, researchers and academics across the
humanities. An ever-growing list of interdisciplinary titles
offer fascinating research and teaching opportunities
through a range of digitised materials including
manuscripts, video, government records, photographs,
newspapers, maps, audio, artwork, and more.

View new products for 2020 and request a free trial at amdigital.co.uk
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New from

CQ Press
HISTORIC DOCUMENTS
OF 2019

CQ ALMANAC 2019
CQ Roll Call

Edited by Heather Kerrigan

Trusted by scholars for more than seventy
years, the latest edition of the CQ Almanac
provides an unbiased look at the political
and legislative issues that mattered most
in 2018, with original narrative accounts of
the major U.S. legislative efforts carried
out by lawmakers during the congressional
sessions. Arranged thematically, it organizes,
distills, and cross indexes for permanent
reference the full year in Congress and in
U.S. national politics.

Published annually since 1972, the Historic
Documents series has made primary source
research easy by presenting documents on
the important events of each year for the
United States and the world. Each volume
pairs original background narratives with
more than 100 documents to chronicle the
major events of the year, from official reports
and surveys, to speeches from leaders and
opinion makers, to court cases, legislation,
testimony, and much more.

January 2021
Cloth (978-1-5443-8488-7) • £365.00

September 2020 • 768 pages
Cloth (978-1-5443-8466-5) • £290.00

Special Introductory Offer: £330.00

Special Introductory Offer: £260.00

Previous editions also available

Previous editions also available

WASHINGTON
INFORMATION
DIRECTORY 2020-2021

SUPREME COURT
YEARBOOK 2019-2020
Kenneth Jost

CQ Press

CQ Press has published the Supreme Court
Yearbook series since the 1989 term of the
U.S. Supreme Court. Each edition provides
complete coverage of the Court's activities
during a term, including a comprehensive
overview, brief summaries of each opinion,
and expanded summaries of the ten most
impactful decisions. The chapters include
valuable analysis of Court trends, ideological
shifts in power, voting alignment, and
voting patterns.

The Washington Information Directory
is the essential one-stop source for
information on U.S. governmental and nongovernmental agencies and organizations.
This thoroughly-researched guide provides
capsule descriptions that help users quickly
and easily find the right person at the right
organization. With more than 10,000 listings
and coverage of the current presidential administration, the 2020-2021
edition features contact information for the 116th Congress, federal
agencies, NGOs, state governors, foreign diplomats, and more.

November 2020
Electronic (978-1-5443-8499-3) • £335.00
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Special Introductory Offer: £300.00

September 2020 • 1096 pages
Cloth (978-1-5443-8493-1) • £220.00

Previous editions also available

Previous editions also available
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AMERICA VOTES 33
33rd Edition

CONGRESS AND THE
NATION XIV

Rhodes Cook

Edited by David Hosansky

First published during the Eisenhower
administration, researchers have long
depended on America Votes for its
consistent and detailed presentation of
election data from across disparate state
election offices. Rhodes Cook brings to the
volume years of election analysis experience
and expertise in navigating the complicated
U.S. electoral landscape. Thorough,
extensive in scope, and meticulously
researched, the new edition includes official,
state-certified election returns for the 2017–2018 House, Senate, and
gubernatorial elections.

C h ro ni c lin g th e p o l a r ize d p a r ti s a n
environment during President Barack
Obama's second term, Congress and the
Nation 2013-2016, Vol. XIV is the most
authoritative reference on congressional
lawmaking and trends during the 113th
and 114th Congresses. This new edition is
organized into 14 policy-centered chapters
(economy, homeland security, foreign policy,
defense policy, energy and environment,
health, etc.), with two further chapters covering internal congressional
matters and the presidential administration.

January 2020
Cloth (978-1-5443-5444-6) • £210.00
Previous editions also available

January 2020 • 760 pages
Cloth (978-1-5443-5066-0) • £320.00
Special Introductory Offer: £290.00
Previous editions also available

FEDERAL REGULATORY
GUIDE

POLITICAL HANDBOOK OF
THE WORLD 2018-2019

18th Edition

Two-Volume Set

CQ Press
The Federal Regulatory Guide continues
to offer a clear path through the maze of
complex federal agencies and regulations,
providing to-the-point analysis of regulations.
Information-packed profiles of more than
100 federal agencies and departments detail
the history, structure, purpose, leadership,
legislation and judicial action for every
regulatory agency in the U.S. government. Now including further readings
and new information source recommendations, the title continues to be
the leading reference for understanding federal regulations, providing a
rich, targeted exploration of an oftentimes complex process and helping
readers continue their research journey.
July 2020 • 1020 pages
Cloth (978-1-5443-7722-3) • £210.00
Previous editions also available

Edited by Tom Lansford University of
Southern Mississippi, Gulf Coast
The Political Handbook of the World
provides timely, thorough, and accurate
political information, with more in-depth
coverage of current political controversies
than any other reference guide. The updated
2018–2019 edition continues to be the most
authoritative source for finding complete
facts and analysis on each country's governmental and political makeup.
Compiling in one place more than 200 entries on countries and territories
throughout the world, this volume is renowned for its extensive coverage
of all major and minor political parties and groups in each political system.
June 2019 • 2064 pages
Cloth (978-1-5443-2712-9) • £450.00
Special Introductory Offer: £405.00
Previous editions also available

CQ RESEARCHER BOUND
VOLUME 2018
CQ Researcher
This single reference volume features
every cutting-edge CQ Researcher report
published in 2018. CQ Researcher is the
most trusted source for in-depth reporting
on current, vital issues, and is the top choice
of librarians and students seeking original,
comprehensive reporting and analysis on the
issues shaping the world.
July 2019 • 1200 pages
Cloth (978-1-5443-5346-3) • £350.00
Special Introductory Offer: £280.00

POLITICS IN AMERICA
2018
CQ Roll Call
Reliable, insightful, and unbiased, Politics in
America is the ultimate insider's guide to U.S.
politics. This essential resource serves readers
who want original, authoritative information
on all members of the 115th Congress. The
robust profiles of 535 members plus the six
delegates offer concise and candid analysis
of personalities, political styles, legislative
agendas, political ambitions, and reputations
of members at home and on Capitol Hill.
December 2017
Electronic (978-1-5063-7439-0) • £290.00

Previous editions also available
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Psychology & Counselling

THE SAGE HANDBOOK
OF SOCIAL
CONSTRUCTIONIST
PRACTICE

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF CRIMINAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Four-Volume Set

Edited by Sheila McNamee University
of New Hampshire, Mary M. Gergen
Pennsylvania State University, Celiane
Camargo-Borges Breda University of
Applied Sciences, and Emerson F. Rasera
Universidade Federal de Uberlândia

Edited by Robert D. Morgan
Texas Tech University
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Criminal
Psychology is an interdisciplinary resource
aimed at students and professionals
interested in the intersection of psychology (e.g. social, forensic, clinical),
criminal justice, sociology, and criminology. The interdisciplinary study of
human behavior in legal contexts includes numerous topics on criminal
behavior, criminal justice policies and legal process, crime detection and
prevention, eyewitness identification, prison life, offender assessment
and rehabilitation, risk assessment and management, offender mental
health, community reintegration, and juvenile offending. The study of
these topics has been increasing continually since the late 1800s, with
people trained in many legal professions such as policing, social work,
law, academia, mental health, and corrections. This is a comprehensive
work that provides the most current empirical information on those
topics of greatest concern to students who desire to work in these fields.

The SAGE Handbook of Social Constructionist Practice is a major
review of one of the key theories within psychology and the social
sciences. Social construction is one of the main theoretical approaches
within the social sciences to emerge out of the turn of the 20th century,
and this volume showcases the latest theory and application of social
construction across a range of disciplines. This review of the field is
very timely, and exhibits the latest research whilst also pointing to future
directions. The handbook brings together work from a range of disciplines
and focuses on real-world practice in addition to theoretical work, thus
making it useful for advanced students, scholars, and practitioners alike.
Part One: Research Practices
Part Two: Practices in the Caring Professions
Part Three: Organizational Development

This encyclopedia is a unique reference work that looks at criminal
behavior primarily through a scientific lens. With over 500 entries the
book brings together top empirically driven researchers and clinicians
across multiple fields—psychology, criminology, social work, and
sociology—to explore the field.

Part Four: Education

June 2019 • 1904 pages
Cloth (978-1-4833-9226-4) • £605.00

November 2020 • 689 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-8887-9) • £120.00

Part Five: Healthcare
Part Six: Dialogue and Peace Building
Part Seven: Community Building, Social Welfare, and Spirituality

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY
Three-Volume Set
Edited by Todd K. Shackelford Oakland University
Evolutionary psychology is an important and rapidly expanding area in the discipline of
psychology, and this handbook represents the most comprehensive and up-to-date reference
text in the field today. Over three volumes, The SAGE Handbook of Evolutionary Psychology
provides a rich overview of the most important theoretical and empirical work in the field.
Chapters cover a broad range of topics, including the theoretical foundations, the integration
of evolutionary psychology with other life, social, and behavioral sciences, as well as with
the humanities, and the increasing power of evolutionary psychology to inform applied fields
including medicine, psychiatry, law and education. Each of the volumes has been carefully
curated to have a strong thematic focus, as follows:
Volume One: Foundations of Evolutionary Psychology
Cloth (978-1-5264-8914-2) • £120.00 • 616 pages

Volume Two: Integration of Evolutionary Psychology with Other Disciplines
Cloth (978-1-5264-8915-9) • £120.00 • 616 pages

Volume Three: Applications of Evolutionary Psychology
Cloth (978-1-5264-8916-6) • £120.00 • 616 pages
Three-Volume Set • September 2020 • 1848 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-8913-5) • £360.00
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
APPLIED SOCIAL
PSYCHOLOGY

If you’re seeking
accessible content for
the visually impaired
or print disabled,
please contact us
at accessible@
sagepub.co.uk

Edited by Kieran C. O'Doherty
University of Guelph and Darrin
Hodgetts Massey University
In the present epoch of global change,
movement, interconnection and the
intensification of social issues within and
across many societies, applied social
psychology is more relevant than ever. The SAGE Handbook of Applied
Social Psychology offers an overview of the field and the disparate and
evolving approaches. Through an international team of contributors, the
handbook brings prominent research literature together and organizes
it around ten key areas:
Part One: Culture, Race, Indigeneity
Part Two: Gender and Sexuality
Part Three: Politics
Part Four: Health and Mental Health
Part Five: Work
Part Six: Ageing
Part Seven: Communication
Part Eight: Education
Part Nine: Environment
Part Ten: Criminal Justice, Law, and Crime
January 2019 • 672 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-6926-1) • £120.00

Discover the ultimate social sciences digital library for students,
researchers, and faculty. SAGE Knowledge includes an expansive
range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly
monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional
development titles, as well as business cases studies and
streaming video.

Key features and benefits:
• A unified platform connecting related book, reference, video and case study content
across the disciplines

•
•
•
•

Visually enhanced display for all mobile phones and tablets

SIGN UP FOR A FREE 30-DAY TRIAL

Multiple citation options
MARC Records and COUNTER reports
Unlimited simultaneous usage of content, including alumni access

sk.sagepub.com
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Research Methods

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
RESEARCH METHODS IN
POLITICAL SCIENCE AND
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
VISUAL RESEARCH
METHODS

Two-Volume Set

Second Edition

Edited by Luigi Curini Università
degli Studi di Milano and Robert
Franzese University of Michigan

Edited by Luc Pauwels
University of Antwerp and Dawn
Mannay Cardiff University

The SAGE Handbook of Research Methods in Political Science and
International Relations offers a comprehensive overview of the field and
its research processes through the empirical and research scholarship
of leading international authors. The book is structured along the lines
of applied research in the discipline: from formulating good research
questions and designing a good research project, to various modes
of theoretical argumentation, through conceptualization, to empirical
measurement and analysis. Each chapter offers new approaches and
builds upon existing methods. Through its six parts, undergraduate and
graduate students, researchers, and practicing academics will be guided
through the design, methods, and analysis of issues in political science
and international relations.

The second edition of The SAGE Handbook
of Visual Research Methods presents a
wide-ranging exploration and overview of the field today. Chapters from
the first edition have been fully updated to reflect current developments.
New chapters to the second edition cover key topics including picturesorting techniques, creative methods using artefacts, visual framing
analysis, therapeutic uses of images, and various emerging digital
technologies and online practices. At the core of all contributions are
theoretical and methodological debates about the meanings and study
of the visual, presented in vibrant accounts of research design, analytical
techniques, fieldwork encounters, and data presentation. Chapters are
arranged around seven key areas:

Part One: Formulating Good Research Questions and Designing
Good Research Projects
Part Two: Methods of Theoretical Argumentation
Part Three: Conceptualization and Measurement
Part Four: Large-Scale Data Collection and Representation Methods
Part Five: Quantitative-Empirical Methods

Part One: Framing the Field of Visual Research
Part Two: Visual and Spatial Data Production
Methods and Technologies
Part Three: Participatory and Subject-Centered Approaches
Part Four: Analytical Frameworks and Perspectives
Part Five: Multimodal and Multisensorial Research
Part Six: Researching Online Practices

Part Six: Qualitative and "Mixed" Methods

Part Seven: Communicating the Visual: Formats and Concerns

April 2020 • 1224 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-5993-0) • £265.00

December 2019 • 728 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7800-3) • £125.00

Special Introductory Offer: £240.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN
GROUNDED THEORY
Edited by Antony Bryant Leeds Beckett University and
Kathy Charmaz Sonoma State University
Building on the success of the bestselling The SAGE Handbook of Grounded Theory (2007),
this title provides a much-needed and up-to-date overview, integrating some revised and updated
chapters with new ones exploring recent developments in grounded theory and research methods
in general. The highly-acclaimed editors have once again brought together a team of leading
academics from a wide range of disciplines, perspectives, and countries. This is a methoddefining resource for advanced students and researchers across the social sciences. Key themes
are covered in the following six parts:
Part One: The Grounded Theory Method: 50 Years On
Part Two: Theories and Theorizing in Grounded Theory
Part Three: Grounded Theory in Practice
Part Four: Reflections on Using and Teaching Grounded Theory
Part Five: GTM and Qualitative Research Practice
Part Six: GT Researchers and Methods in Local and Global Worlds
April 2019 • 714 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7095-3) • £120.00
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Comprised of between 3 and 4 million words of newly
commissioned content, SAGE Research Methods
Foundations is a comprehensive reference resource
on all aspects of research methods and the research
process. Included here are entries on methods and
concepts—including cutting edge research methods
not currently covered in SAGE Research Methods, key
research studies, and profiles of important researchers.
Choose from hundreds of entries written by a renowned
international roster of methods experts, each of which
runs between 500 and 10,000 words. These bite-sized
entries can help less experienced researchers get to the
heart of the concept before they dig deeper in other books
or journal articles. They provide in-depth introductions to
major topics in methods, key concepts of social research
explained within methodological contexts, critical
biographies of scholars who shaped developments in
social research and methodology, and discussions of
major methods within specific applications, disciplinary
contexts and research settings.

Each entry is related to various other supportive
entries, as well as Pioneers. These biographical
entries evaluate the lasting contributions of both
classic figures and lesser-known researchers whose
work had gone unrecognized, including female and
ethnic minority scholars.
Content will be connected to the Methods Map feature on
the SAGE Research Methods platform.

Content & features
• Dynamic site architecture to guide users through content
• Entries are grouped into thematic series
• Newly commissioned content on hundreds of methods
and research concepts, including key studies and
profiles of key figures in research
• What’s Next tool guides users through a natural
progression through concepts based on what
they’ve already viewed

Specifically, the in-depth Foundation Entries provide
thorough introductions to the history, development and
debates around the major topics in research methods.

SIGN UP FOR A FREE 30-DAY TRIAL

sagepub.com/srm-foundations
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Sociology

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHILDREN
AND CHILDHOOD STUDIES
Four-Volume Set
Edited by Daniel Thomas Cook Rutgers University
As society changes, our understanding of what childhood is and means evolves. Some see
this as a distinct stage or period, while others argue that this is a relatively recent social
the nature of childhood is at the heart of children and childhood studies. This discipline
study of children and youth across academic fields including the arts, humanities, social

construct. Therefore,
can be seen as a unified approach to the
sciences and law.

With over 650 entries, this interdisciplinary encyclopedia covers themes including
development, childhood research methods, history of childhood, rights of the child,
construction of childhood, sociology of childhood, and theories and theorists.

childhood and the family, child
social

Key features:
• The encyclopedia provides interlocking Cross-References and Further Readings, making
each entry a stepping stone to other investigations.
• Entries are intended as classroom reading - as a point of departure.
• The encyclopedia also includes a Reader’s Guide to themes, to guide users through
topics and issues.
• Themes include: age identities and age positions, children’s rights, education,
environments and geographies, institutions and organizations, and key thinkers and
cultural figures.
May 2020 • 2000 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-4292-9) • £610.00
Special Introductory Offer: £550.00

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF THE SOCIOLOGY OF
RELIGION

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
MARXISM

Two-Volume Set

Edited by Sara R. Farris, Beverley
Skeggs, and Alberto Toscano all at
Goldsmiths, University of London

Three-Volume Set

Edited by Adam Possamai Western
Sydney University and Anthony J. Blasi
Tennessee State University (Retired)
From the origins of sociology, the topic
of religion has always been central to the
discipline. Religion plays a significant part of any society or culture. As
founders of the field, key thinkers such as Emile Durkheim, Karl Marx, and
Max Weber all made contributions to the social history and meaning of
religion that are still being explored today. The SAGE Encyclopedia of
the Sociology of Religion takes a three-pronged look at this burgeoning
field, namely investigating the role of religion in society; unpacking and
evaluating the significance of religion in and on human history; and
tracing and outlining the social forces and influences that shape religion.
The work takes a global and inclusive approach to the world's religious
faiths, major figures, and practices. Some of the topics explored include
digital activism, religion and the environment, digital religion, politics and
religion, mindfulness, and ecospirituality. The encyclopedia squarely
addresses contemporary conversations and controversies including
examinations of fundamentalism, extremism, violence, and the role of
gender in religion.

The past decade has witnessed a resurgence
of interest in Marxism both within and
without the academy. Marxian frameworks,
concepts and categories continue to be of
narrative relevance to the features and events of capitalism today.
Most crucially, an attention to shifting cultural conditions has forced
contemporary researchers to re-confront some classical and essential
Marxist concepts, as well as elaborating new critical frameworks for
the analysis of contemporary capitalism. The SAGE Handbook of
Marxism showcases this cutting-edge of today's Marxism. A rigorous
and challenging collection of scholarship, this book contains a stunning
range of contributions from contemporary academics, writers, and
theorists from around the world and across disciplines, invaluable to
scholars and graduate students alike.
September 2020 • 1505 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7423-4) • £400.00
Special Introductory Offer: £365.00

February 2020 • 1000 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-4220-2) • £325.00
Special Introductory Offer: £295.00
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Sociology

Order in advance
and save!

Many of our Reference
titles come with special
introductory offer
pricing when you order
before publication.

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
INTERNATIONAL
MIGRATION
Edited by Christine Inglis University
of Sydney, Wei Li Arizona State
University, and Binod Khadria
Jawaharlal Nehru University
The SAGE Handbook of International
Migration provides an authoritative and
informed analysis of key issues in international
migration, including its crucial significance far beyond the more traditional
questions of immigrant settlement and incorporation in particular countries.
The last three decades have seen the rapid increase and diversification in
the types of international migration, and this handbook has been created to
meet the need among researchers, policy makers and commentators for a
definitive publication which provides analysis and insights into key themes
and debates in the field. Chapters are separated across the following parts:
Part One: Inter-disciplinary Perspectives on Migration
Part Two: Historical and Contemporary Flows of Migrants
Part Three: Theory, Policy and the Factors Affecting Incorporation
Part Four: National and Global Policy Challenges in Migration
November 2019 • 679 pages
Cloth (978-1-4129-6175-2) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF GLOBAL SEXUALITIES
Two-Volume Set
Edited by Zowie Davy De Montfort University, Ana Cristina Santos University of Coimbra,
Chiara Bertone Amedeo Avogadro University of Eastern Piedmont, Ryan Thoreson
City University of New York, and Saskia E. Wieringa Universiteit Van Amsterdam
The SAGE Handbook of Global Sexualities provides a major thematic overview
global sexualities spanning each of the continents and its study, which is both reflective
prospective, and includes traditional approaches and emerging themes. The handbook offers
robust theoretical underpinning and critical outlook on current global, local, and 'new' sexualities
and practices, whilst offering an extensive reflection on current challenges and future directions
of the field. The broad coverage of topics presents engagement with a range of theories, as well
as maintaining a multi-disciplinary framework. Chapters are structured around seven key themes:

of
and
a more

Part One: Understanding Sexuality: Epistemologies, Conceptual and
Methodological Challenges
Part Two: Enforcing and Challenging Sexual Norms
Part Three: Interrogating/Undoing Sexual Categories
Part Four: Enhancement Practices and Sexual Markets/Industries
Part Five: Sexual Rights and Citizenship (and the Governance of Sexuality)
Part Six: Sexuality and Social Movements
Part Seven: Language and Cultural Representation
May 2020 • 957 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-2412-9) • £265.00
Special Introductory Offer: £240.00
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•

Online access to the most comprehensive,
up-to-date, and interdisciplinary journals content

•

Includes over 1,000 leading international
peer-reviewed journals

•

Includes high-impact research titles published on behalf of over 400
scholarly and professional societies

•

The majority of SAGE Journals content is ranked in the Journal Citation Reports®
(Clarivate Analytics, 2018)
SIGN UP FOR A FREE 30-DAY TRIAL
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Recent Reference Titles Listing
This listing provides details of our recent reference titles from 2017 to 2018. View full details at sagepub.com
Author

Title

Pub Date

Cloth ISBN

Cloth Price

Vargo

The SAGE Handbook of Service-Dominant Logic

Oct-18

9781526402837

£120.00

Cooper

The SAGE Handbook of Tourism Management, Two-Volume Set

Aug-18

9781473974241

£240.00

Cooper

The SAGE Handbook of Tourism Management, Vol.1

Aug-18

9781526461124

£120.00

Cooper

The SAGE Handbook of Tourism Management, Vol.2

Aug-18

9781526461131

£120.00

Sheth

Legends in Marketing: Gerald Zaltman

Aug-18

9789352806645

£550.00

Kolb

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Business Ethics and Society

Jun-18

9781483381527

£1,035.00

Kravets

The SAGE Handbook of Consumer Culture

Jan-18

9781473929517

£120.00

Sheth

Legends in Strategic Marketing: Rajan Varadarajan

Feb-18

9789352805952

£450.00

Blackburn

The SAGE Handbook of Small Business and Entrepreneurship

Dec-17

9781473925236

£125.00

Lowry

The SAGE International Encyclopedia of Travel and Tourism

Aug-17

9781483368948

£550.00

Greenwood

The SAGE Handbook of Organizational Institutionalism

May-17

9781412961967

£125.00

Sheth

Legends in Marketing: Paul E. Green

Mar-17

9789386042941

£630.00

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Surveillance, Security, and Privacy

May-18

9781483359946

£340.00

Connolly

The SAGE Handbook of School Organization

Dec-18

9781526420664

£120.00

Wallace

The SAGE Handbook of Gifted and Talented Education

Nov-18

9781526431158

£120.00

Frey

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Educational Research, Measurement, and Evaluation

Apr-18

9781506326153

£515.00

Miller

The SAGE Handbook of Early Childhood Policy

Oct-17

9781473926578

£125.00

Waller

The SAGE Handbook of Outdoor Play and Learning

Jul-17

9781473926608

£125.00

Clandinin

The SAGE Handbook of Research on Teacher Education

Jul-17

9781473925090

£280.00

Clandinin

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Out-of-School Learning

Jun-17

9781483385211

£330.00

Connolly

Creativity and Education

Mar-17

9781473906440

£675.00

Marsden

The SAGE Handbook of Nature

Mar-18

9781446298572

£400.00

Latham

The City: Modernity and Post-Modernity, Eight-Volume Set

Dec-17

9781526402844

£1,200.00

Latham

The City: Modernity

Dec-17

9781473937710

£675.00

Latham

The City: Post-Modernity

Dec-17

9781473937703

£675.00

Hannigan

The SAGE Handbook of New Urban Studies

May-17

9781412912655

£125.00

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Lifespan Human Development

May-18

9781506307657

£755.00

Business & Management

Criminology & Criminal Justice
Arrigo

Education

Geography & Urban Studies

Health & Social Care
Bornstein
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Media, Communications & Cultural Studies
Brügger

The SAGE Handbook of Web History

Dec-18

9781473980051

£120.00

Toyota

Stylistics

Oct-18

9789352806621

£1,025.00

Peng

Social Media Studies

Sep-18

9789352806638
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Wu

The SAGE Handbook of Contemporary China

Jul-18

9781473948945
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Warf

The SAGE Encyclopedia of the Internet
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Burgess

The SAGE Handbook of Social Media
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Allen

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Communication Research Methods
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9781483381435
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Politics & International Relations
Gofas
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Relations
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Arzheimer
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Apr-17

9781473913158

£280.00

Alldred

The SAGE Handbook of Youth Work Practice

Jul-18

9781473939523

£120.00

Zeigler-Hill

The SAGE Handbook of Personality and Individual Differences, Three-Volume Set

May-18

9781473948310

£360.00

Zeigler-Hill

The SAGE Handbook of Personality and Individual Differences, Vol.1

May-18

9781526445179

£120.00

Zeigler-Hill

The SAGE Handbook of Personality and Individual Differences, Vol.2

May-18

9781526445186

£120.00

Zeigler-Hill

The SAGE Handbook of Personality and Individual Differences, Vol.3

May-18

9781526445193

£120.00

Braaten

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Intellectual and Developmental Disorders

Apr-18

9781483392295

£515.00

Ones

The SAGE Handbook of Industrial, Work & Organizational Psychology, ThreeVolume Set

Dec-17

9781446287316

£375.00

Ones

The SAGE Handbook of Industrial, Work & Organizational Psychology, Vol.1

Dec-17

9781446207215

£125.00

Ones

The SAGE Handbook of Industrial, Work & Organizational Psychology, Vol.2

Dec-17

9781446207222

£125.00

Ones

The SAGE Handbook of Industrial, Work & Organizational Psychology, Vol.3

Dec-17

9781446207239

£125.00

Nadal

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Psychology and Gender

Sep-17

9781483384283

£465.00

Wenzel

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Abnormal and Clinical Psychology

Jun-17

9781483365831

£1,090.00

Clutterbuck

The SAGE Handbook of Mentoring

Feb-17

9781412962537

£125.00

Iphofen

The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research Ethics

Feb-18

9781473970977

£120.00

Smart

Critical Social Research Ethics

Feb-18

9781473907577

£645.00

Gough

Systematic Reviews and Research

Feb-18

9781473952188

£645.00

Hughes

Contemporary Approaches to Ethnographic Research

Feb-18

9789386602541

£600.00

Cassell

The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Business and Management Research
Methods, Two-Volume Set

Dec-17

9781473926622

£250.00
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Cassell

The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Business and Management Research
Methods, Vol.1

Dec-17

9781526429261

£125.00

Cassell

The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Business and Management Research
Methods, Vol.2

Dec-17

9781526429278

£125.00

Flick

The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Data Collection

Dec-17

9781473952133

£125.00

Flick

The SAGE Qualitative Research Kit

Sep-17

9781446298725

£265.00

Willig

The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research in Psychology

Jun-17

9781473925212

£125.00

Rudnick

Social Science Methods in Health Research

Mar-17

9789386062017

£990.00

Metsamuuronen

Essentials of Research Methods in Human Sciences

Mar-17

9789386042965

£205.00

Denzin

The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research

Apr-17

9781483349800

£140.00

Sloan

The SAGE Handbook of Social Media Research Methods

Jan-17

9781473916326

£125.00

Bryson Clark

The SAGE Handbook of Human Trafficking and Modern Day Slavery

Dec-18

9781473978553

£120.00

Ohmer

Measures for Community and Neighborhood Research

Sep-18

9781483358369

£90.00

Best

The SAGE Handbook of Frankfurt School Critical Theory

Jun-18

9781473953345

£400.00

Kobayashi

Contemporary Japanese Sociology

Dec-17

9789386602626

£475.00

Outhwaite

The SAGE Handbook of Political Sociology

Nov-17

9781473919464

£280.00

Hall

The SAGE Handbook of the 21st Century City

Oct-17

9781473907560

£125.00

Desai

The Parsis of India

Mar-17

9789386042927

£205.00

Sociology
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Getting in touch...

How to Order...

You can find contact details for your local SAGE representative at:
sagepub.co.uk/sales-information

SAGE books are available from all good bookshops and you can also order direct
from SAGE. We’ll immediately dispatch books that are in stock. If we are awaiting
stock, we will dispatch your order as soon as the book/s become available.

DISCOUNTS
Discounts are available for bulk purchases. To arrange,
please contact Adam Birchall, Head of Channel Sales
adam.birchall@sagepub.co.uk.

Call to order direct, quoting your credit/debit card number and
the reference number on the reverse of the catalogue
Customer Services:
+44 (0)20 7324 8703

FROM A LOCAL AUTHORITY OR SCHOOL?

For general enquiries call:
+44(0)20 7324 8500

Fax or post your order on headed paper to the address
provided above, along with your purchase order number

Fax your order to:

PAYMENT METHODS
Your order must be prepaid, and we accept payment by cheque (in sterling)
payable to SAGE Publications Ltd. Credit/Debit Card (Mastercard, American
Express, VISA, Maestro, Delta) or payment by International Giro, to account no
548 0353. Introductory offers valid until end of month of publication.
Credit cards will be charged at time of shipment. Please note that all prices are correct at time of
printing and may be subject to change without notice.
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Customer Services:
+44 (0)20 7324 8700
Order POST-FREE online at
sagepub.com
Delivery is free for all online book orders by individuals in the UK.
For shipping charges outside the UK visit sagepub.co.uk/shipping
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Introducing Lean Library

REQUEST A DEMO AT LEANLIBRARY.COM

Lean Library, seamlessly delivers library resources,
services, and branding into researchers’ workflows,
wherever they are. Created by librarians for librarians,
this powerful tool extends your services to solve
access issues and provides users with content as
and when they need it, all while protecting their privacy.
Lean Library brings the library to the user with its
three solutions:
Library Access simplifies and streamlines access to all subscribed e-resources for users
researching off-campus and outside of the library’s website.
Library Assist promotes the library’s value via a branded presence in the users’ browser
and enables delivery of targeted messages on any domain to extend your voice and help
them overcome frustrations.
Library Alternatives provides alternative, legal routes to discover full-text articles and eBooks
when researchers hit barriers and paywalls through your library, open access, and your ILL/DDS.
Together, these solutions drive usage of library resources while helping librarians get in front of
their researchers with the right message at the right time. Lean Library is also:
• Available in all major browsers
• Fully GDPR compliant
• Used by over 60 libraries worldwide

To find out more or request a demo
visit leanlibrary.com or contact info@leanlibrary.com

leanlibrary.com

Request one of our
new catalogues online at
sagepub.com
or phone us on
+44 (0)20 7324 8500
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